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Chapter 1 : Awakening To Remembering - Home
It's been interesting all of these years, observing the evolution of our experiences, as we BEcome the Unified Field of
Super Consciousness here.

Testimonials This site is being merged The information on this site is being merged and integrated just like us!
This information on the LightBody, the actual energy is really important and a huge part of what is going to
assist many in catapulting into their expanded energetic multi-dimensional GALACTIC self. Workshops and
teaching encompass the full gammit. So we shall teach and share via the new site to embody more as one.
Welcome Ascending Beings of Light! It is an actual energy that has "come through" here to assist others in
expediting their own ascension process by raising their entire vibrational frequency. This is for the soul seeker
of infinite knowledge and expanded abilities from within. The LightBody is a body of consciousness. As you
ARE it, you have just forgotten. It is your ability to transcend and exist as a multi-dimensional being here,
where all dimensions merge into one. One that you access from within vibrationally. One that expands out.
One that is unlimited. One that you have always been. It is you, as one, with all that is. And re-evolving is
what all are doing now. Whether one is aware of it or not. Many "float" when they walk, have new wings to
assist in their journey to fly. One cannot fly and hold on to the physical. One must choose to let go to avoid the
"disruptions" that occur in this entire process of remembering. Learn how to do this with greater ease and flow
AS the Energetic self that you are! Links on Book Page.
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Chapter 2 : The Divine Remembering | by Darlene Green | Phoenix Arizona
On Awakening Remembering has 4 ratings and 0 reviews. Borrowing from the teachings of both Western and Eastern
mystics who all point to the same celestia.

She continues to regularly share her experiences and Arcturian teachings on her blog, Awakening with
Suzanne Lie, and she wishes to help awakening ones come out of hiding and allow the glory of their highest
expression of SELF into their everyday life. As you feel these streams of energy advancing towards each
other, like two streams rushing towards a reunion, you can feel that something is changing, or is it
transmuting? Right NOW, the ascending ones, as well as the ascension process, is in between the frequency of
your fifth dimensional consciousness of your fifth dimensional Lightbody and the third dimensional
consciousness of your earth vessel. Of course, your consciousness and your physical body have a very deep
relationship and a greater interaction than most humans understand. However, please remember that: The
frequency of your consciousness determines your perceptions, and the reality that you perceive is the reality
that you live. Therefore, the highest frequency of your consciousness will be the first component of your
SELF that will return to its innate fifth dimensional resonance. Then, once your consciousness has fully
accepted the resonance of the fifth dimension, your physical body will begin to slowly transmute into higher
and higher frequencies of resonance. At first, your fifth dimensional streams of consciousness will be invisible
to your physical self. However, as you continually activate your fifth dimensional brainwaves, you will
gradually re-calibrate your brain to send these fifth dimensional energy waves to the language area of your
third dimensional body. Each of you, according to your desire and experience, will translate these fifth
dimensional brainwaves into the language area of your third dimensional brain. When you tune into Light
Language, you do not experience separate words lined up individually. Instead, you experience the gestalt,
which is the entire message regarded as a whole. It is for this reason that humans often have a difficult time
with Light Language, as it calls on different areas of the brain to receive it, as well as different areas of the
brain to translate the message to your third dimensional communication system. Your physical eyes have been
trained to combine efforts with your physical brain to understand the words that are written before you. The
information that enters your hearing is routed to the area of your physical brain which has been trained by you
to read. You can also use your motor skills to write or type this message because you have trained yourself to
do so. An example of this would be that your body tells you that it is hungry and wants to eat, or is thirsty and
wants something to drink. You physical body may also tell you that you are very tired, or you are having an
emotional reaction to something. Other times it could be your inner teenager, a unspoken message from a
parent or friend, or even a message from an animal with whom you have a close relationship. Also, if you
enjoy Nature and spend time with the plants, trees, insects, wind, sun, sky, etc. These forms of inter-species,
and even human to human, communication do NOT include using third dimensional words. There is a great
deal of information that can be gained and shared within a single human word, but the emotions that carry that
word to the receiver of the message is often more important than the words that are spoken. Ask a farmer or a
fisherman how they know what they know about inter-species communication. One of their answers is that
they have been taught, or learned, how to deeply observe Nature in order to communicate with it. What if
humans first observed other humans before they began a conversation? That would be a form of Light
Language because they are NOT using individual words, sentences and paragraphs that are written or typed on
a page. Nor are they using language that is spoken or written in words and sections. Fifth dimensional Light
Streamers are increasingly creating, maintaining, and guarding our Ascending Ones. We, your Galactic
Family, are also assisting you to fully remember and complete your assignment of opening and protecting the
Fifth Dimensional Light Portals. We wish to state again that many do not realize that these fifth dimensional
streamers exist. What you may not know, and no one will tell you as they do not know either, is that YOU will
need to find the answers within your SELF. Therefore, they all want to remind us, those wearing a 3D earth
vessel, that: When you stand before the Ascended ONES at the threshold to the fifth dimension, you will have
feelings that you cannot remember having before because within that NOW, there is definitely something
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different about your Earthly consciousness. Interdimensional Communication You can contact us at: A 2-Part
Series Due to the holidays, we have changed to dates.
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Chapter 3 : As We Evolve â€“ We are awakening and remembering who we are
A portal to assist in REMEMBERING that which was forgotten. Transcending human beliefs and limits to BE in the 5th
Dimension again. Crystalline LightBody & Merkaba/energy updates, frequency activations, books, media, private
sessions.

She continues to regularly share her experiences and Arcturian teachings on her blog, Awakening with
Suzanne Lie, and she wishes to help awakening ones come out of hiding and allow the glory of their highest
expression of SELF into their everyday life. Also, many of you who visit us take advantage of the advanced,
fifth-dimensional healing technology that you are welcome to partake of. On the Ship there are many
machines that allow us to see inside of the patient. One of the things that most earthbound humans do not
realize, is that they do visit our Ships. However, most humans choose to forget their experience, as it makes
their life on Earth too difficult. It is for that reason that we call our friends and family who have taken an earth
vessel to assist Gaia to remind themâ€”YOUâ€”of your fifth-dimensional frequency of SELF. You may ask us
why we do not share our technology with Earth, but if you look at the GREAT misuse of your 3D technology,
you will understand why too many humans are NOT ready to receive it. The Galactics, as we often call
ourselves, have come from many other Star Systems. What if you never really thought about the blinking
lights in the night sky? What if you never imagined that each blinking light was an entire world, that may, or
may not, have humans living on them? Life on third dimensional Earth gives you the perspective of reality in
which many humans see only through their eyes and not through their mind and their heart. When you first go
to your Starship and meet the members of your Galactic Family, you will likely NOT be able to bring that
perspective back into your third-dimensional physical life. However, every now and then, something will enter
your memory, if only for a second. You may not be able to connect with the finer details of that memory, but
you WILL feel the feeling of coming HOME to some place and meeting with your family there that you did
not know you had. Eventually, if you can believe in your SELF, you will realize that when you are asleep to
your third-dimensional reality, you will have the opportunity to visit your fifth-dimensional reality on your
Home Ship. While you are very new to your Galactic Reality, you may not be able to share your experience
with others. After all, you may think you are crazy. We remind you that that is their fear and their judgment,
NOT yours. Initially, you may write about your experiences in a Diary in order to better understand your
experience and how this experience affects your life. However, as you communicate more and more with your
Star Family, you will not be so concerned what others say. Then respect what you have perceived. Then, the
next challenge is to look into the aura of a person standing before you to see if they are open enough to receive
any of your inter-dimensional information. If that person is not ready to receive that higher frequency of
information, you will see that in their un-awakened aura. If your Higher SELF is wearing a fifth-dimensional
body, only those who have opened their own heart and mind to the frequency of the fifth dimension will be
able to perceive your own fifth-dimensional SELF. Therefore, you will call your experience a dream. You will
also be able then to visit your fifth dimensional Star Ship. On the other hand, you may be surprised to realize
that you have had these kinds of experience your entire life, in fact, for many lives. What if you could finally
come to the realization that YOU are a very privileged person, as you have been able to have two lives in one
lifetime?
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Chapter 4 : Awakening To Remembering - Light Body Activation, Transformation & Integration
Perry's "On Awakening and Remembering" is a remarkably intelligent and rich exposition, written with great clarity and
objectivity.

You, our grounded representatives to Earth, have waited and tried to remember your inter-dimensional
communications, but there was always something in your way. Life after life, the many different bodies of
your Multidimensional SELF tried to remember how to communicate with the higher frequencies of reality.
Many of you, our volunteers to take a third dimensional Earth body, tried to remember how to connect with
your higher dimensional friends, family, and even your own higher dimensional SELF. However, the
connections and the brief messages that you received flew swiftly through your third dimensional
consciousness. You also learned in your incarnations before that NOW that it could be VERY dangerous to
talk about what you knew was a message from the higher worlds. Instead, you used terms that people could
accept, such as your innate creativity. Others, often could not believe that there was a dimension of reality that
was beyond their physical world. Then they went to Heaven if they were good and to Hell if they were bad.
Also, only the great philosophers and Saints thought about these issues. In the earlier days of humanity,
lifespans were often short, and many people lived on the edge of survival. We, your Galactic Family, are
shocked that that type of discrimination still exists. What we, the Galactics, have found again and again is that
humanity has a LONG way to go before they are ready to transmute back into their innate higher dimensional
SELF. In fact, we Galactics are quite upset that so many of our brave volunteers to take a human body on
Earth have to suffer the great dangers of third dimensional Earth. Humans know not to frighten a bear or a
lion, as it may attack. However, members of humanity also attack when they are frightened. We, your Galactic
Family, wish to comment and thank the many awakened and awakening ones, who are ready to work with us
to assist planet Earth through Her process of ascension. There is indeed a human self, but it is OUR human
self, who is communicating with higher dimensional expressions of Beings through our higher consciousness.
This higher consciousness is derived from the fact that the Ascending Ones are having more and more
inter-dimensional communications. The Ascending Ones may appear to be angry, or upset about something,
and may or may not know what they are angry about. This behavior is very common when a planet is
preparing to change the Operating System of that planet to the next frequency of reality. We want to tell you
all, dear volunteers to Gaia, that what seemed easy in an unconditionally loving, completely safe environment,
is too often VERY difficult and challenging in your third dimensional reality. It is for this reason that we have
chosen to communicate with as many of our grounded ones as possible. Then, each of them can share their
experiences of leaving the fifth dimension to assist with the ascension of a third dimensional, very polluted
and totally abused planet known to humans as Earth. We, the Galactics, have assured Gaia that many of these
changes are allowing the darkness to come to the surface so that it can be healed by the light. In fact, some of
the major leaders of Gaia are doing much more harm than has ever been done by any human leaders before.
The reason for this is because the Dark Ones are losing. Therefore, they are pulling out all their worst tricks
and tactics to keep the humans frightened, under-educated, able to purchase rifles that can kill many people
within just a few minutes, and leaders who care only for them selves and not for those whom they are
supposedly leading. However, time is an illusion of the third dimension. Assist Gaia with Her Planetary
Ascension! One of the good parts of the third dimension is individuality. With individuality many people can
respond to the same thing in a different way. We know that many of you are VERY tired as you have walked
this path for many years. We thank you so for your endurance and invite you to visit us, as well as your own
fifth dimensional expression of SELF, during your dreams and meditations. Some of these people may be
totally aware of this opening, but many others are not aware of why they are having so many strange, or
different, dreams, meditations and experiences. Please remember that we, your Galactic Family, are always
available to you and are ready to assist you in any manner that you may need. Remember, we Galactics
resonate to the fifth dimension and beyond. We have messages for each and every ONE of you.
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Chapter 5 : On Awakening Remembering: To Know is To Be by Mark Perry
"On Awakening and Remembering" is an eloquent statement of the way of Knowledge as it relates to knowing that which
matters most in our lives, namely knowing God, and all that this entails by way of consequence.

Chapter 6 : Remembering and Awakening
The value is determine by you, how you value and place worth on your your own Awakening Soul journey, and what
tools you feel will most benefit and assist you with this. The value is the value you place upon yourself, your energy and
what you choose to utilize to accelerate your own awakening journey and current (LightBody) phases you are in.

Chapter 7 : Light Body Activation, Transformation & Integration - Home
On Awakening and Remembering: To Know Is to Be by Mark Perry Borrowing from the teachings of both Western and
Eastern mystics who all point to the same celestial goal, Perry writes in-depth about the regeneration of the miracle of
human consciousness so that, to paraphrase Aristotle, the soul can become all it knows.

Chapter 8 : Awakening To Remembering: A Journey of Consciousness by Lisa Transcendence Brown
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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